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This made me question the original identification in Tilles and my  
own for S6420.02/3. It seems far more likely that the publishers  
of the Stubbs Mercantile Circular were Stevens & Sons Ltd. and  
they distributed the circulars to the subscribing members of  
Stubbs' Guardian of Commerce Institute under plain wrapper, direct  
from their office, using their own perfined stamps.  
The catalogue editor thinks this explanation is 'pretty plausible'  
suggesting I write about it in the Bulletin.  He intends to modify  
his records to read - Stevens & Sons (distributors of Stubbs’  

Mercantile Circular) - for both S6420.02 and .03. 

*     *     *     *     * 
 
"A H" Perfin of the Archbishops House       from Dave Hill. 
 
Perfins A2710.01; 2710.02; 2745.01; 2745.02 and 2745.05 have all been 
identified with Archbishops House, London S.W.I. 
 
Slopers' ledger (recently obtained) shows A2745.02 used for rolls. 
 
However, what struck me was the address - Westminster S.W.1. This  
is not the abode of the Archbishop of Canterbury; who lives in  
Lambeth Palace S.E.I; but the Catholic Archbishop of Westminster. 
 
Walking to Stampex I went past Westminster Cathedral and behind in 
Ambrosden Avenue is the Archbishops House, probably unchanged  
since it was built. On the wall a stern notice warns "if children  
are seen writing on or defacing this wall the Police will be  
communicated with by telephone". 
 
(Perhaps they have not read Mark 10 v 14.   Ed.) 

*     *     *     *     * 
 
Diagonal "A/C/S" Perfin (A1460)  from Dave Hill. 
 
Still in the religious vein the perfin A/C/S (diagonal) had not  
been identified in either Tilles or Tomkins. In the Sloper ledger  
is the identity "Additional Curates Society". 
 
A new identity but history may never reveal who or what the  
Additional Curates Society was. 
 
(Can anyone prove Dave wrong and come up with the answer?   Ed.) 

*     *     *     *     * 




